Orbit Industries stocks a huge inventory of Emergency Lights and Exit Signs. With distribution centers on both coasts, Orbit can deliver these fixtures in the continental US in three days or less! Orbit LED Exit Signs range from economy-grade plastic signs to spec grade aluminum and edge-lit designs. Emergency Lights range from lightweight models to high-power PAR-style battery units. Available for most applications including multi-family, commercial, light industrial, and outdoor wet locations. All models are UL924 Listed for damp or wet locations. Battery diagnostic switches make these units easy to test per NFPA 101 requirements. These fixtures also meet IBC and IFC codes adopted by most states in the U.S.A. New York City and Chicago approved emergency lighting are also available.
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The EL2SML is one of the most compact commercial LED Emergency Lights on the market. Measuring 7.86”, it is roughly half the width of standard emergency lights.

Two LED lamps can be hand-adjusted in a full range of motion. Suitable for wall or ceiling mounting. An additional lighting head can be powered by the EL2SML when Remote Capable (RC) battery option is specified. Available in white or black thermoplastic housing.
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The EL1DOL is a General Purpose Outdoor LED Light and Emergency Light in one unit. Its low profile die-cast aluminum housing makes it a stylish replacement for security wallpacks. The EL1DOL is UL Wet Location listed. It produces 1286 lumen output in AC mode; 350 lumen output in emergency mode.

Available in White, Bronze, Black and Nickel housing finish. Optional Battery Heater and dusk-to-dawn Photocell also available.
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